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RelAtIonsHIP Between seCuRIty AnD HuMAn 
RIGHts In CounteR-teRRoRIsM: A CAse  

oF IntRoDuCInG BoDy sCAnneRs In CIvIl AvIAtIon 

ABstRACt: Changes in security environment after the end of Cold War and 
9/11 have strongly affected our security concepts and paradigms. In the field of 
counter-terrorism, a serious conceptual and practical debate on the relationship 
between security and human rights and freedoms has begun� The goal of this 
paper is to reflect on this complex relationship at the conceptual level and intro-
duce the empirical debate on this relationship in the field of civil aviation (case of 
introducing body scanners)� The paper’s results show that the concept of human 
security usefully integrates the care for human rights and security of individuals� 
The debate on the potential introduction of body scanners on the European air-
ports was actually a debate on the ways of providing individual human security 
on the airports with simultaneous concern for other human rights� The output 
of this debate was a compromise: body scanners can be used at the discretion of 
individual airports and member states, but are not an obligatory measure on all 
European airports� 

Key woRDs: counter-terrorism, human security, human rights, balance, terror-
ism, civil aviation, body scanners

Introduction

Terrorist threat has forced democratic states to act effectively 
to protect their population, institutions and infrastructure� It how-
ever turned out that they have occasionally violated human rights 
simply by wanting to achieve more security and protection� This is 
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why a serious conceptual and practical debate on the relationship 
between security and human rights and freedoms has begun� The 
purpose of this paper is to reflect on this complex relationship at 
the conceptual level, introduce the empirical debate on this rela-
tionship in the field of civil aviation and extract some key lessons. 
The first part of this paper discusses the human security concept 
as a potential bridge for the security – human rights divide� The 
second part of this paper is an assessment of the conceptual re-
lationship between security and human rights and the third part 
practically reflects on this relationship on the case of introducing 
body scanners in the field of civil aviation.

However, before we address the above mentioned issues, the 
roots of the human security concept need to be clarified. The con-
cept of human security evolved as a result of the changes in security 
environment after the end of the Cold War� A combination of many 
factors led to its formation� A decreased threat of global nuclear war 
created a cognitive space for non-military threats to be perceived 
with greater intensity� At the same time, the process of democra-
tization increased the attention to the individual human life and 
well-being� Consequently, the role of human rights and freedoms 
and their implementation at the national and international level 
became much more significant than before. On the other hand, an 
increasing number of internal violent conflicts erupted in Africa, 
Asia and Europe (Balkans), leading to huge humanitarian crises, 
increasing differences in economic development between North and 
South emerged, terrorism, crime, etc� In such circumstances, the 
classic concepts of national and international security simply did 
not reflect the needs. This is why a kind of intellectual “revolution” 
started, aiming to provide the most appropriate and fitting concept 
that would make interpretation and analysis of security easier� 
Neorealist focus on states and military security proved to be too 
narrow and unfitting. The narrow politico-military strategic studies 
evolved towards much broader security studies, encompassing also 
many non-military aspects of security (Ullman; Mathews; Buzan, 
Waever & de Wilde; Buzan; Buzan, Kelstrup, Lemaitre, Tromer and 
Waever). Human security was finally conceptualized and presented 
to the global public in the Human Development Report in 1994� The 
concept has evolved since then, and today we can observe several 
definitions and theoretical approaches (Vogrin, Prezelj & Bučar). It 
is this concept that allows us to study the relationship between the 
need and right to security in case of terrorism and other human 
rights� 
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The Concept of Human Security as a Bridge for Security – 
Human Rights Divide

The concept of human security focuses on the individual per-
son as a key referent object� The Table 1 shows key differences 
between human and traditional concepts of security�

Table 1: Basic elements of human security (Bajpai 48)�

Traditional national  
security

Human security

Security for whom
(referent object)

Primarily states Primarily individuals

Values at stake
(security of what 
values)

Territorial integrity and 
national independence

Personal safety and indi-
vidual freedom

Security from what
(threats and risks)

Traditional threats (mili-
tary threats, violence by 
countries…)

Non-traditional and also 
traditional threats

Security by what 
means

Force as the primary in-
strument of security, to 
be used unilaterally for 
a state’s own safety

Force as a secondary in-
strument, to be used pri-
marily for cosmopolitan 
ends and collectively; sanc-
tions, human development, 
and humane governance as 
key instruments of individ-
ual-centered security�

Balance of power is im-
portant; power is equated 
with military capabilities�

Balance of power is of lim-
ited utility; soft power is 
increasingly important�

Cooperation between 
states is tenuous beyond 
alliance relations�

Cooperation between states, 
international organizations 
and NGOs can be effective 
and sustained�

Norms and institutions are 
of limited value, particu-
larly in the security/mili-
tary sphere�

Norms and institutions 
matter; democratization 
and representativeness in 
institutions enhance their 
effectiveness�

Table 1 can give us an impression that human security is 
about to replace the traditional security concept� Yet, Axworthy 
noted that the concept of human security does not oust or replace 
the traditional security concept� Both concepts represent rather 
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different ideas how to respond to existing threats� The basis of the 
traditional security concept is sovereignty of a state, while the ba-
sis of the concept of human security is sovereignty of an individual 
(Axworthy)� We can observe that the right of the state and the right 
of the individual somehow coexist in the security environment and 
influence each other. In this respect, both concepts also coexist. 
Important is that human security is not negating traditional se-
curity because it incorporates traditional threats and means� This 
means that human security is complementing the notion of na-
tional and international security by focusing it more on the human 
component� Today, it has become a fundamental element of the 
concepts and policies of national, regional and international (and 
even global) security� 

A comparison of different conceptualizations of human se-
curity (Vogrin, Prezelj and Bučar) shows that their key referent 
object is individual, while some concepts also stress the central-
ity of human communities (e�g� ethnic groups, minorities etc�)� 
The criteria for this selection is the vulnerability of individuals 
to traditional or non-traditional threats (terrorism in the case of 
this paper)� Further comparison showed that the values most of-
ten stated as at stake in human security situations are survival, 
safety, livelihood, freedom, well-being and dignity� For example, 
Bajpai stressed that the fundamental values at stake in human 
security are physical safety and well-being and individual/per-
sonal freedom (Bajpai). Human security concepts also reflect 
a broad spectrum (or an endless spectrum in Oberleitner’s terms 
13) of mostly non-traditional, but also some traditional, threats 
to human security� The threat spectrum includes the following 
threats: economic threats, food threats, health threats, environ-
mental threats, personal threats, community threats, political 
threats, demographic threats, crime in all forms, including ter-
rorism, natural disasters, violent conflicts and wars, genocide, 
anti-personnel mines, SALW, etc� Further comparison of under-
standing of protection means shows that the state actually re-
mains the most important protection subject for most of human 
security situations� Some human security approaches explicitly 
and some also implicitly stress the importance of non-govern-
mental and international governmental actors, but the state re-
tained its direct or indirect role� All this means that human secu-
rity has become an inseparable part of national and international 
security policy performed by states, international organizations 
and non-governmental organizations�
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the Complex Relationship between security  
and Human Rights

The above debate on human security and its content actually 
opens the question of the relationship between freedom and se-
curity� There are two philosophical understandings of this rela-
tionship: competitive and mutually supporting� The currently pre-
vailing competitive interpretation posits that these are competing 
systems, that there is some kind of zero-sum relationship between 
them and that one needs to choose between security or human 
rights (security versus human rights)� This view is to a large extent 
stimulated by the intensive violations of human rights by states in 
the fight against terrorism. On the other hand, some scholars and 
politicians claimed that this relationship should be understood in 
a more complementary manner and that there is a mutually sup-
porting relationship� This is not a new thesis, as Benjamin Franklin 
already took this perspective in 1795� It is surprisingly unknown to 
the broad public that the Universal Declaration on Human Rights 
and Freedoms (1948, art. 3) defined security as a human right. 
It states that everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of 
person. The former UN Secretary General, Kofi Annan, similarly 
stressed the positive correlation among human rights, security and 
development in his report Larger Freedom: Towards Development, 
Security and Human Rights for All (Annan)� He created a triangle 
of interconnected elements – security, human rights and develop-
ment� In his opinion, the notion of larger freedom (that was intro-
duced in his report) encapsulates the idea that development, secu-
rity and human rights go hand in hand and increasingly reinforce 
each other� This relationship has only been strengthened in our era 
of rapid technological advances, increasing economic interdepen-
dence, globalization and dramatic geopolitical change� Accordingly, 
we will not enjoy development without security, we will not enjoy 
security without development, and we will not enjoy either without 
respect for human rights� Unless all these causes are advanced, 
none will succeed�

Human security concept refers to providing security within the 
limitations of respect for human rights (Prezelj)� Accordingly, the re-
sponsible actors (states, international community and NGOs) need 
to provide human security to the threatened individuals and com-
munities, but this activity needs to be in balance with other human 
rights� Human right to security needs to be in balance with other 
human rights� This means that the endeavour for a maximum level 
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of security should be systemically reduced to the endeavour for 
a balanced level of security� 

However, there are some legal limitations on human rights 
and freedoms due to predefined interests of national and public 
security� The National constitutions, the Universal Declaration on 
Human Rights of 1948, European Convention on Human Rights of 
1950, Johannesburg Principles on National Security, Freedom of 
Expression and Access to Information of 1996 and the Guidelines 
on Human Rights and the Fight against Terrorism of 2002 are docu-
ments that approve certain exceptions and situations in which hu-
man rights can be legally violated, however they also draw a strict 
line that cannot be crossed by states in pursuit of security� Key rea-
son for limitation of human rights (other than security) are inter-
ests of national and public security, state of war and crisis in which 
human rights are threatened� The state needs to demonstrate that 
such limitations are needed, they have to be commensurate with the 
threat and limited in time� This is the point at which many problems 
emerge, especially in the effective fight against the terrorism. 

The fight against terrorism has become a priority for many 
European and non-European states and international organisa-
tions� The EU wants to create an area of freedom, security and jus-
tice and the EU Counter-terrorism Strategy of 2005 is based on the 
strategic commitment to combat terrorism globally while respect-
ing human rights. But this is a difficult goal in practice, especially 
when it seems that states seek security against terrorism by exces-
sively limiting other human rights� It is actually easy to identify 
many cases where human rights were violated by organisations or 
states wanting to provide a higher level of national security:2 

 – Heavily militarized counter-terrorism led to military opera-
tions against civilians not engaged in war activities (terrorism is 
predominantly a civilian threat)�

 – Security services abused vague and differentiated definitions 
of terrorism�

 – Personal data exchange among countries was not always 
subjected to the high human rights standards, some states have 
been rendering their suspects to other states where human rights 
standards were not adequate�

2 In our discussion of violations of human rights by counter-terrorism, it 
needs to be clear that the biggest violation of human rights is actually a terrorist 
attack� All terrorist attacks with human casualties represent a gross violation of 
the human right to life�
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 – Proactive stimulations for committing criminal and terrorist 
acts were identified.

 – Profiling terrorists led sometimes to religious or ethnic dis-
crimination�

 – Pre-charge detention periods increased, in the most extreme 
case (Guantanamo) for an indefinite time period.

 – Violence used by states in crisis management operations out-
side Europe and US has not been subjected to the same limitations 
as at home�

 – The concept of enemy combatant has been misused�
 – Guantanamo detention camp proved to be a place where tor-

ture was used to extract information from suspects�
 – Some terrorist suspects were detained in Europe by the CIA 

at secret locations, where torture and other illegal practices were 
most likely used� 

 – Military commissions (courts) were used to trial civilian de-
tainees, etc�

the Case of Introducing Body scanners  
in the Field of Civil Aviation

This section aims to show a complex debate about the rela-
tionship between security and human rights in the field of civil 
aviation. This field has been subjected to serious terrorist threats 
in the past expressed be several cases of hijacking, bomb attack-
ing, attacking by the use of MANPADS (Man Portable Air Defence 
Systems) and the unique case of 9/11� The intention to introduce 
body scanners in some airports to help protect civil aviation from 
the threat by terrorism has led to serious focused debates about 
the relationship between security and human rights� This section 
reflects the arguments for and against the use of body scanners on 
the European airports� The case study was made based on the col-
lection and analysis of media records on body scanners published 
since 2008� 

After each significant security breach in civil aviation, the 
security measures were strengthened and, sometimes, new se-
curity measures were introduced� Firstly, the passengers had to 
remove their jackets when passing through the airport security� 
After the Lockerbie case, there was more screening of hold bag-
gage� After 9/11, the cockpit security improved, after the case of 
the shoe bomber, Richard Reid, the shoes needed to be removed 
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and then belts and liquids, etc� A debate on introducing body scan-
ners started in 2009 after the unsuccessful terrorist attempt by 
Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab� This Nigerian man tried to blow up 
an airplane flying from Schiphol (Netherlands) on 25 December 
(Christmas day) as it prepared to land in Detroit (USA)� He tried 
to use the “underpants bomb�” He apparently smuggled the bomb 
through the airport security in Amsterdam and Lagos where his 
journey began� He assembled it in the toilet on the aircraft and 
then tried to set the explosive device in his underwear� To prevent 
such cases, full body scanners have been introduced and tested in 
several EU and other airports worldwide (especially in the US)� The 
tests took place before the attempt by Abdulmutallab and later� 
Body scanner manufacturers claimed they would detect materi-
als of the sort Abdulmutallab allegedly took on to his Northwest 
Airlines flight, but some experts cautioned that it would depend on 
a series of factors, not least the vigilance of the scanner operator� 
Technically, the whole body imaging process allows airport security 
staff to see beneath the clothing of passengers to ensure travellers 
are not carrying on their bodies (that is under their clothes) con-
cealed weapons of most types, metal or ceramic knives, explosives, 
drugs, etc� Within seconds, an X-ray scanner produces a virtual 
three- or two-dimensional black and white image of the body mi-
nus hair or facial features� Where the technology is available, air 
security officials can pick out individuals to stand in a screening 
booth while pictures are taken of the person in slightly different 
positions� Passengers can be selected for scanning randomly or 
after being pinpointed by other technical or visual means (airport 
intelligence)�

After the case with “underpants bomber,” some European air-
ports introduced these scanners. Immediately after that, a fierce 
public debate on security benefits and human right concerns start-
ed� This section presents some arguments for and against these 
scanners�

Arguments for Body Scanning� Probably the most common-sense 
argument for the use of this technology was given by the Italian 
foreign minister, who simply said that the technology is available 
and we have to use it� The main argument for the use of body scan-
ners was that they increase security by being able to detect hidden 
objects not picked up by traditional metal detectors� One manufac-
turer said that this technology reveals anything concealed on the 
person: coins in a pocket, trouser studs, metal or ceramic knives, 
guns, explosives, drugs (Body scanners at Manchester Airport)� In 
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this way, the scanners can complement in a very effective and effi-
cient way the existing security measures at airports (Europe Delays 
Airport X-ray Eye, 2008)� In addition, they would also have the 
potential to speed up the check-in process, as passengers would 
not need to be searched by security officials (Europe Eyes airport 
X-ray Vision; “Naked” Scanner in Airport Trial). Very informative 
is the case of Manchester airport� Sarah Barrett, head of customer 
experience at the airport, said most passengers did not like the 
traditional “pat down” search� At Manchester Airport’s Terminal 
2, where the machine has been introduced, passengers no longer 
have to remove their coats, shoes and belts as they go through se-
curity checks� She said: “This scanner completely takes away the 
hassle of needing to undress�” She also said that a black-and-white 
image would only be seen by one officer in a remote location before 
it was deleted� “The images are not erotic or pornographic and they 
cannot be stored or captured in any way,” she said� Passengers 
could refuse to be scanned� The radiation levels were “super safe�” 
She also said that the passengers can go through this machine 
5,000 times a year each without worrying, because the amount of 
radiation transmitted is tiny� By replacing the usual “pat down” 
searches, the airport claimed the technology has cut the average 
security check from two minutes to 25 seconds� And, unlike nor-
mal security checks, passengers are able to keep their jackets, 
shoes and belts on (Body scanners at Manchester Airport)� This 
scanner completely takes away the hassle of needing to undress 
(Manchester airport trials naked-image security scans)�

The supporters also stressed that there should be no health 
concern due to the body X-ray scanning� California scientists writ-
ing in Archives of Internal Medicine calculated that they contribute 
under 1% of radiation people are exposed to during a flight. Patrick 
Mehta and Dr� Rebecca Smith-Bindman, experts in public health 
and radiology at the University of California, said even the most 
frequent flyers who clock up 60 hours a week in the air will face 
only a tiny increase in cancer risk� For example, the scans might 
cause four extra cancers among a million of these frequent flyers, 
they say� In comparison, 600 cancers could occur from the radia-
tion received during the flight itself and 400.000 cancers would be 
expected to occur throughout their lifetime anyway, regardless of 
their travel exposure� And the threat to children is also low, they 
say� A recent report from the British Institute of Radiology and the 
Royal College of Radiologists found the dose from an airport scan 
is 100�000 times lower than the average annual dose of radiation 
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we get from natural background radiation and medical sources� Dr� 
Peter Riley, consultant radiologist and lead author of the report, said 
the risk was tiny (Are Airport Body Scanners a Radiation Risk)� The 
UK Department for Transport also stated that the level of radiation 
that one usually receive from such a machine is equivalent to what 
one would naturally receive (from the sun) from two minutes of fly-
ing at about 35.000ft. Professor Richard Wakefield, a radiation ex-
pert at Manchester University’s Dalton Nuclear Institute said that 
the doses potentially received are “verging on the ridiculous to be 
worried about them” (Does safer flying mean a risk of radiation?).

In defence against criticism, the supporters frequently stated 
that the scanners show only an outline of the subject’s body, with-
out anatomical detail, and that the images will be deleted after the 
passenger will be processed�

Arguments against body scanning� Antagonists expressed main-
ly three kinds of related concerns: violation of privacy as a human 
right, violation of other human rights and threat to health of pas-
sengers� Also concerns about the data protection were raised� The 
privacy concern is based on the persuasion that body scanning is 
a “virtual strip search,” an offence against human dignity because 
the machines see people completely naked, with visible breasts, 
genitals, big or small breasts, breast enlargements, body piercings, 
etc� This would make people also uncomfortable, embarrassed and 
even humiliated� Handicaps should be even more affected by ex-
posing their false limbs, colostomy bags, breast implants� In short, 
the scanners would leave little to the imagination of airport secu-
rity staff� There was also a concern that scans of celebrities or of 
people with unusual body profiles could prove as an irresistible 
pull for some employees, leading to their potential publication on 
the internet� To some observers it was likely that the bored secu-
rity staff would be distracted by the sight of an attractive man or 
woman or a passing celebrity� Special criticism was related to the 
scanning the bodies of children� This threatens to breach child pro-
tection laws which ban the creation of indecent images of children� 
Any creation of indecent pictures of a child, showing genitalia, is 
a criminal act, according to the opponents� Also a call for rejection 
of these measures by the Muslim community was made� Muslim 
women care very much about hijab and keeping all their body’s 
parts private and unseen� An assumption was made that such 
measures will prevent many British Muslim women from travelling 
by the airplanes. These concerns seem to be justified as already 
two potential abuses of existing body scanners appeared� In one 
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case, a journalist from a tabloid paper called the airport and asked 
for some photos of naked girls� In the second case, a security guard 
was exposed as having abused the technology� A Heathrow Airport 
security guard was given a police warning after he was allegedly 
caught staring at images of a female colleague in a body scanner� 
The antagonists also wanted to have more studies on risks and po-
tential benefits on the table before potentially supporting the body 
scanners�

Our synthesis of the above debate on the relationship between 
security and human rights points to several key areas of conflict 
(see the Table 2)�

Table 2: Key arguments for and against introducing body scanners  
on the European airports�

Security arguments for  
body scanners

Human rights concerns  
about body scanners

Improves security on airports and simultaneously violates human 
rights

Complements the existing security 
measures

by violating human rights and creating 
additional concerns

Speeds up the check-in process at the expense of other human rights
Manual searches and undressing not 
needed

But this is still a violation of privacy 
of passengers (images show too much)

Body scanning is voluntary This is then a voluntary humiliation, 
embarrassment and offence against 
human dignity

Radiation levels are small (safe) for hu-
man health

Radiation levels are too high and 
threaten human health (violation of 
the right to health)

Details or specifics of the human body 
are not revealed

Some past cases show that the details 
were revealed and the right to privacy 
was violated

Images are deleted after inspection of 
the operator, the operator is located on 
a remote location

How can we trust that images will be 
deleted and not misused?

The evolution of the debate between pros and cons showed that 
the planners of the use of this technology, airport operators and 
producers actually tried to meet several concerns by the antago-
nists. They financed studies in this field, changed technology and 
related operational procedures� For example, the locations for im-
age reading were separated from the machines, images deleted, 
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operators trained, etc� However, this was not enough in the eyes of 
human rights supporters and activists� Consequently, this debate 
prevented the European Union to introduce a general obligation 
of body scanning on the airports� The minimal common basic se-
curity standards and measures in the EU are determined by two 
unclassified regulations: Parliament and Council Regulation No. 
300/2008 and Commission Regulation No� 185/2010� Detailed 
measures for the implementation of the common basic standards 
on aviation security are defined in later document and its amend-
ments� These regulations and related standards do not mention the 
use of body scanners� This means that they can be used today to 
improve security on the airports exclusively at the decision of an 
individual airport and a member state of the EU� 

Conclusion

This paper showed that balancing between human rights and 
security is one of the most important challenges of our societies� 
Human rights supporters need to understand the importance of 
security (i� e� the right to live in their terminology) and the secu-
rity professionals need to understand the importance of human 
rights and freedoms� History has frequently led to major violations 
of human rights and related decrease of quality of life by the unre-
strained search for 100% security. The past fight against terrorism 
also reflected some such attempts. Modern democratic states with 
their principle of division of power are, however, purposely made 
to retain the basic level of human rights in exchange for perfect 
(100%) security� This means that strong mutually exclusionist ap-
proaches (towards security and human rights) are not beneficial for 
the future of our societies�

This paper has also shown that the concept of human security 
usefully integrates the care for human rights of individuals and 
related security� This concept is complementing the notion of na-
tional and international security by focusing it more on the human 
component� The debate on the potential introduction of body scan-
ners on the European airports was actually a debate on the ways 
of providing individual human security on the airports with simul-
taneous concern for other human rights� The output of this debate 
was a compromise between pros and cons: body scanners can be 
used at the discretion of individual airports and member states, 
but are not an obligatory measure to be adopted on all airports� 
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Our societies will increasingly face similar dilemmas in the field 
of counter-terrorism as in the case of body scanners� Technology 
will simultaneously bring new security opportunities and risks for 
human rights� As a part of preparing for such a future, the concept 
of human security should be introduced in the educational and 
training process in the field of security, counter-terrorism and also 
in the field of human rights. This way the proponents from both 
sides will have better chances to make compromises for the benefit 
of our future generations�
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